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Presenting a book for reading can be a bit tricky at first. For English learners this is doubly so, because the words in
most.Various methods of controlling an engine have been proposed and put into practice (see JP-A-09-294015, JP-
A-03-117683, etc.). This kind of engine control system includes a crank angle position sensor for detecting the crank angle
position of a crank shaft of a crankshaft. The control system controls the engine by making the difference between a detected
value from the crank angle position sensor and a predetermined target value obtained based on the detected value, into a
disturbance. As such, in order to detect the crank angle position of the crankshaft, a target value representing the crank angle
position of the crankshaft is detected first, and then the difference between the detected value from the crank angle position
sensor and the target value is calculated. However, as described in the above-mentioned JP-A-09-294015, JP-A-03-117683, and
so on, sometimes the value of the detected value is close to the target value due to error, for example, in the case where the
target value is set to a value which is close to the present position of the target valve, and so on. In such a case, the detection of
the actual position of the crankshaft may differ from the set target value. Therefore, the accuracy of the detected value may be
affected. The present invention has been made in consideration of the above-mentioned problems, and has as its object to
provide an engine control system which is capable of preventing the actual position of the crankshaft from becoming different
from the target position even if the difference between the detected value and the target value is increased, by making the
difference between the detected value and the target value into a disturbance.Q: Como identificar o local de uma função
acessada numa directive jquery Tenho uma directive que, em alguns locais, chama uma função com o nome de
"app.MyFuncion". Minha dúvida é: O local onde esta a função se encontra, como posso identificar? Existe alguma informação
passada ou depuracao ou algo parecido? A: f678ea9f9e
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